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About me



tajpulo

name: tajpulo
github: https://github.com/tajpulo
twitter: https://twitter.com/tajpulo

Mastodon: https://typo.social/@tajpulo 2

https://github.com/tajpulo
https://twitter.com/tajpulo
https://typo.social/@tajpulo


My history

2008 I wrote my matura notes in LATEX.
2011 „Tooling for digital typesetting really sucks. I want to contribute during my

lifetime“, but I don’t know how yet.
2016 Studying Japanese probably a good start with writing systems.
2022 I am unemployed. Let’s get going.

pygraz 2012-09 “Literate Programming”
TU Graz 2014-11 “Regex in practice”
GLT15 2015-04 “Advanced Regex”
GLT16 2016-04 “XeLATEX”
pydays 2018-05 “Unicode”
GLT19 2019-04 “Neo2 keyboard layout”
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https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/pygraz-lp/
https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/regex_in_practice/
https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/advanced_regex/
https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/glt16-xelatex/
https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/pydays18-unicode/
https://lukas-prokop.at/talks/glt19-neo2/


Digital typesetting



Definition of Typesetting

“Typesetting is the composition of text by means of arranging physical type (or
sort) in mechanical systems or glyphs in digital systems representing characters
(letters and other symbols).” [Wikipedia]

“Digital typesetting is the composition of text by means of arranging glyphs in
digital systems representing characters (letters and other symbols).”
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typesetting
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More definitions

digital typesetting system
“A digital typesetting system is a tool using digital means to arrange text
and media into digital documents”

digital typesetting component
“A digital typesetting component is any tool solving a subtask to
implement a digital typesetting system”
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Berliner Zeitung

Image source: Wikimedia Commons 6

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Berliner_musikalische_Zeitung_1833_Titel.png


Newspaper Le soir

Image source: Wikimedia Commons 7

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d6/Bvox_Le_soir_1.jpg


Hiwar text

Image source: Wikimedia Commons 8

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hiwar_May-June_1963_cover.jpg


Act of the Independence of Georgia (1919)

Image source: Wikimedia Commons
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Act_of_the_Independence_of_Georgia_(1919).jpg


Joy of cryptography

Image source: The Joy of Cryptography / free textbook by Mike Rosulek 10

https://joyofcryptography.com/pdf/chap11.pdf


Le premier liure de Moyse

Image source: Showcase of beautiful typography done in TeX & friends 11

https://tex.stackexchange.com/a/24719


Nipajin game rules

Image source: Showcase of beautiful typography done in TeX & friends
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https://tex.stackexchange.com/a/24719






composing stick

Image source: Wikipedia / Willi Heidelbach 15

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Metal_movable_type.jpg












DruckZeug in Graz

Image source: druckzeug.at 21

https://druckzeug.at/






Upper case and lower case

Image source: Maggie McCain 24

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_case#/media/File:Upper_case_and_lower_case_types.jpg


Cliché
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Kerning
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River
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reflowable document
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A lot of terminology

https://practicaltypography.com/

Helps with typesetting and typography-related terminology.
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https://practicaltypography.com/


Font-related terminology

glyph recognizable abstract graphic symbol which is independent of any specific
design

font collection of glyph images having the same basic design
script set of graphic characters used for the written form of one or more

languages

via ISO 15924 “Codes for the representation of names of scripts”

character one scalar value in the Unicode domain (e.g. U+1F4A9)
typeface A set of font variants differing in stroke width but sharing similar style (e.g.

semibold, condensed)

my own definitions
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Remarks

Desktop publishing I don’t prefer this word, because desktop is ambiguous (in contrast
to laptop? GUI related?), publishing is organizational matter

Interaction Interaction in the output document is my personal limit. I don’t want to
add code which handles interaction with the user past the first rendering

Reflowable/paged documents HTML is reflowable. PDF is paged.
WYSIWYG versus plain text WYSIWYG is a different approach. Versioning? Reflowable

documents?
Plain Text. Computer-encoded text that consists only of a sequence of code points
from a given standard, with no other formatting or structural information. Plain
text interchange is commonly used between computer systems that do not share
higher-level protocols. [via Unicode glossary]
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The question

Input from the user in.
Output document from your software out.

How would you design such a system?
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Digital typesetting requirements

Global scripts Unicode, as many writing systems as possible
Single Source Publishing1 one input, many output formats
Easy installation static executable, AppImage, WASM
Separation of concerns content layer, layout layer, computational layer

FOSS free/open source software license according to OSI initiative
a11n, l10n, i18n obviously?
performance software architecture, concurrency
web versus print web and print

1Content management method which allows the same source content to be used across different forms of
media and more than one time
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A good typesetting system is given if the system …

• can handle global scripts from Latin script, Cyrillic, Ethiopian, Khmer, Chinese,
Korean, Georgian, …

• arranges text according to various standards and conventions
• allows to convert one source file into a multitude of output formats
• encodes information in a machine-readable form
• supports various domains such as mathematical notation, musical notation,
diagrams for mathematics or chemistry, …

• is user-friendly, easy to install, and can be easily plugged into existing software
architectures

34

Question: engineering or science?

illustration of typesetting pipeline in practice - we have keyboards, we write it in a writing system, â•¦



An Earth Shaking Announcement

TUG 2010 talk by Donald E. Knuth
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKaI78K_rgA


Standards



Standards

• Unicode
• Markup languages
• PDF / ISO 32000
• EPUB
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Unicode

Writing System. A set of rules for using one or more scripts to write a particular
language. Examples include the American English writing system, the British English
writing system, the French writing system, and the Japanese writing system.

As of Version 15.0, the Unicode Standard contains 149,186 characters (18 bits).

Latin? Transliteration in maps? In DNS?

Unicode defines the casing operations: lowercase, uppercase, titlecase. Not all script
know casings. Since there are two representations of ä, the length() operation can yield
different result if the length() operation counts bytes.
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Unicode

Hebrew as a dead revived language. Hebrew/Arabic/Persian script are Abjads. They also
go from right-to-left. Persian/Arabic use three different forms per character. Nekudot
are marks that indicate vowels or other modifications of consonantal letters in Hebrew.
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Shapecatcher

http://shapecatcher.com/
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http://shapecatcher.com/


Markup languages

AsciiDoc, Builder, CoffeeScript, Creole, Curl, Darwin Information Typing Architecture
(DITA), Distill, Djot, DocBook, docwiki, Erb, Foswiki / TWiki, Fountain, Gemini, Gemini,
Haml, HyTime, IBM Generalized Markup Language, ikiwiki, HTML/XHTML, KDL, Liquid,
Lout, Maker Interchange Format, MakeDoc, manpage, Markaby, Markdown, VFMD,
CommonMark, GitHub Flavored Markdown Spec, Goldmark, Remarkable, MarkDeep, MDX,
Kramdown, MyST, Markua, MediaWiki, MultiMarkdown, Musay, Nokogiri, org-mode,
Polymath, PUB, RABL, Radius, reSt, RDoc, RTF, Scribe, Slim, texinfo, TEI XML, Textile, Teχ,
troff/groff/nroff, Wlang, Yajl, YAML, ze
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UTF-8
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Writing systems

• Florian Coulmas “Die beste Schrift der Welt”
• Kazahkstan is going to use Latin script from now on
(transition period until 2031)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af70LBtRMDY
https://astanatimes.com/2021/02/kazakhstan-presents-new-latin-alphabet-plans-gradual-transition-through-2031/


Questions to ponder

• can one source document generate multiple output HTML5 sites? If so, what is the
PDF equivalent?

• can we detect grammar mistakes in the pure text representation and then plug in
back the markup?

• Do we need a graphics API to render characters and add them as image in
documents?
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litua

• Litua is a side-project of typho (github.com/typho/litua)
• I wanted to experiment with compiler construction and Lua hooks
• Written in rust and Lua
• These slides are generated by litua and then LuaLaTeX

1. Read a particular XML/LISP-like input file
2. Transform its abstract syntax tree with Lua hooks
3. Write string representation into a file

44

https://github.com/typho/litua


litua example

Hello World!

This is an ordered list:

{item} foo
{item} bar
{item} baz
{item} caz
{item} car
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litua example

Litua.on_setup(function ()
Litua.global.enum = 0

end)

Litua.convert_node_to_string("item", function (node)
Litua.global.enum = Litua.global.enum + 1
return "(" .. tostring(Litua.global.enum) .. ")"

end)
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litua example

Hello World!

This is an ordered list:

(1) foo
(2) bar
(3) baz
(4) caz
(5) car

47



Typesetting components



Components

• pandoc: convert between markup languages
• fonttools: python library to inspect font files
• MathJax and KaTeχ: render math (PNG/MathML)
• Servo: browser engine since Firefox Quantum
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https://github.com/fonttools/fonttools
https://www.mathjax.org/
https://katex.org/


HarfBuzz

• Library by Behdad Esfahbod
• “HarfBuzz is my Persian translation of “OpenType”, transliterated using the Latin
script”

• Incredibly importart text shaping library
• Give me font and text, I give you the sequence of glyphs to set
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HarfBuzz

#include "hb.h"

hb_buffer_t *buf;
buf = hb_buffer_create();
hb_buffer_add_utf8(buf, text, -1, 0, -1);

hb_buffer_set_direction(buf, HB_DIRECTION_LTR);
hb_buffer_set_script(buf, HB_SCRIPT_LATIN);
hb_buffer_set_language(buf, hb_language_from_string("en", -1));

hb_blob_t *blob = hb_blob_create_from_file(filename);
hb_face_t *face = hb_face_create(blob, 0);
hb_font_t *font = hb_font_create(face);

hb_blob_t *blob = hb_blob_create_from_file(filename);
hb_face_t *face = hb_face_create(blob, 0);
hb_font_t *font = hb_font_create(face); 51



HarfBuzz

hb_shape(font, buf, NULL, 0);
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HarfBuzz

unsigned int glyph_count;
hb_glyph_info_t *glyph_info = hb_buffer_get_glyph_infos(buf, &glyph_count);
hb_glyph_position_t *glyph_pos = hb_buffer_get_glyph_positions(buf, &glyph_count);

hb_position_t cursor_x = 0;
hb_position_t cursor_y = 0;
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < glyph_count; i++) {
hb_codepoint_t glyphid = glyph_info[i].codepoint;
hb_position_t x_offset = glyph_pos[i].x_offset;
hb_position_t y_offset = glyph_pos[i].y_offset;
hb_position_t x_advance = glyph_pos[i].x_advance;
hb_position_t y_advance = glyph_pos[i].y_advance;

/* draw_glyph(glyphid, cursor_x + x_offset, cursor_y + y_offset); */
cursor_x += x_advance;
cursor_y += y_advance;

}
hb_buffer_destroy(buf);
hb_font_destroy(font);
hb_face_destroy(face);
hb_blob_destroy(blob);
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hyphentation algorithm

Image source: Patrick Gundlach
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKv9X2IdHbQ


hyphentation algorithm

Image source: Patrick Gundlach
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKv9X2IdHbQ


hyphentation algorithm

Image source: Patrick Gundlach
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKv9X2IdHbQ


hyphentation algorithm

Image source: Patrick Gundlach
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKv9X2IdHbQ


Typesetting systems



LibreOffice
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LibreOffice

• FOSS: Mozilla Public License 2.0
• WYSIWYG (has builtin versioning capabilities, scriptability with LibreOffice
Basic/JS/Beanshell/Python)

• written in C++, uses HarfBuzz
• Export to HTML/EPUB/RTF/DOCX/…
• Even with variable font support
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Patoline
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Patoline

(* #FORMAT FormatArticle *)
(* #PACKAGE netclient *)
(* #PACKAGE nettls-gnutls *)

===========
Latest XKCD
===========

This example demonstrate the creation of a document that relies on online
resources. Note that this requires the ##ocamlnet## and ##conf-gnutls##
//Opam// packages. They can be installed with the command ##opam install
ocamlnet conf-gnutls##.

\Caml(
open Nethttp_client.Convenience

let url = "https://xkcd.com" 61



Patoline

• 9 developers, received little attention
• written entirely in Ocaml, GPL 2.0 licensed
• custom markup language, extensibility with OCaml
• https://patoline.github.io/
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https://patoline.github.io/


Teχ
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TEX

• public-domain-but-rename license
• written by Donald Knuth at Stanford university with students
• written in WEB, originally compiled in Pascal, ported to C
• excelled with mathematical typesetting
• strong lively community with TUG and DANTE
• features a custom macro language as input

64

https://tug.org/
https://www.dante.de/


TEX category codes

0 Escape character \
1 Start a group {
2 End a group }
3 toggle math mode $
4 Alignment tab &
5 End of line \x0D
6 Macro parameter #
7 Superscript
̂ 8 Subscript _
9 Ignored character \x00
10 Spacer \x20 \x09
11 Letter A…Za…z
12 Other 0…9 and many punctuation characters
13 Active character ∼
14 Comment character %
15 Invalid character \x7F

via Overleaf: Table

of TeX category codes
65

https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Table_of_TeX_category_codes
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Table_of_TeX_category_codes


TeX macro language

\def\name#1 at #2!{#1 @ #2}
I am \name tajpulo at pygraz!
\bye

I am tajpulo @ pygraz
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528 TEX primitives in pdftex 1.40.19
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Donald E. Knuth

Image source: Wikimedia Commons / Jacob Appelbaum 68

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:KnuthAtOpenContentAlliance.jpg


Leslie Lamport

Image source: Wikimedia Commons 69

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leslie_Lamport.jpg


TEX versions

Teχ78 1978 original release
Teχ82 1983 “plain teχ”: just a base, few macros
LaTeχ 2.09 1985 original LaTeχ
pdfTeχ 1996
χeTeχ 2005 direct Unicode support, loads OTF files
LaTeχ 2ε 1994 small incremental releases follow
ConTeχt 1995 uniform API, one package
OpTeχ 2020 plain extended with Lua

via Max Chernoff’s

“Comparing TeX engines and formats” from TUG 2022
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TeX software development

Basis of trip.tex:
“I get into the meanest, nastiest frame of mind that I can manage, and I write the
nastiest code I can think of; then I turn around and embed that in even nastier
constructions that are almost obscene.”
—The errors of Teχ (1989)
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yex

• https://gitlab.com/marnanel/yex/ by Marnanel Thurman
• “Typeset beautifully. TeX in Python.”
• “It’s a TeX workalike in pure Python.” “Why? Because.”
• “It takes maybe 10s at the moment to load plain.tex” [via TUG talk]

\def\TeX{T\kern-.1667em\lower.5ex\hbox{E}\kern-.125emX}
\shipout\hbox{This was set in Python by yex, not by \TeX.}
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https://gitlab.com/marnanel/yex/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QHO3XxpjcQ&t=343s


Brandon Rhodes on digital typesetting

• Talk by Brandon Rhodes at PyLondinium 2019
• Wrote python software to typeset grandfather’s memoirs
• https://github.com/brandon-rhodes/python-typesetting
• reportlabs PDF backend
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7RVO0Sqr4s
https://github.com/brandon-rhodes/python-typesetting


SILE

• https://sile-typesetter.org/
• typesetting engine by Simon Cozens and Caleb Maclennan
• mostly Lua, some C++ (podofo, PDF writer)
• “Grazer Linuxtage 2021 - Flux: Making fonts smarter” by Simon Cozens
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https://sile-typesetter.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ilv3tE6yaV8


SILE example

\begin[papersize=a5]{document}
\language[main=en]
\font[size=14.5pt,weight=600]
\hyphenator:add-exceptions[lang=en]{iso-pe-ri-me-tric}

% No idea where that weird word should really break.
\nofolios
\begin{script}

-- The math here finds intersection points for a line crossing a circle, making a bunch of assumptions about
-- the line always being horizontal. Only touching doesn't count, only a full intersection is a win for this.
-- http://csharphelper.com/blog/2014/09/determine-where-a-line-intersects-a-circle-in-c/
local sliceofcircle = function (c, r, h)

local cx, cy, y = c, r, h
local B = 2 * -cx
local C = cx * cx + (y - cy) * (y - cy) - r * r
local det = B * B - 4 * C
if det <= 0 then

return false
else

local enter = (-B - math.sqrt(det)) / 2
local exit = (-B + math.sqrt(det)) / 2
return enter, exit

end
end
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speedata publisher

• written by Patrick Gundlach
• targets product catalogues
• Written in Lua, uses LuaLATEX as backend
• See also boxesandglue
• Patrick might come to GLT23!
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https://github.com/speedata/boxesandglue






Typst

• https://typst.app/ by Laurenz Mädje and Martin Haug (startup, TU Berlin & EU)
• targets academic publishing, features a web editor
• “publish Typst’s compiler source code as soon as our beta phase starts”
• computational layer, presentational layer, structural layer
• Thesis: “A Programmable Markup Language for Typesetting”, “Fast Typesetting with
Incremental Compilation”
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https://typst.app/
https://www.user.tu-berlin.de/laurmaedje/programmable-markup-language-for-typesetting.pdf
https://www.user.tu-berlin.de/mhaug/fast-typesetting-incremental-compilation.pdf
https://www.user.tu-berlin.de/mhaug/fast-typesetting-incremental-compilation.pdf










More projects

• tectonic
• Sphinx
• Clò
• tux21b’s imp
• XSL:FO
• New Typesetting System → KeenType

85

interaction is fundamental assumption to tectonic

https://github.com/tux21b/imp/
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=New_Typesetting_System&oldid=1088610456
https://github.com/DaveJarvis/KeenType


Internet comment

“Most typesetting languages efforts seem to fail or be ignored because TeX (and
its derivatives) is too pervasive and so much has been built upon it that making
sense of it all, let alone improving upon it, is a massive undertaking. How does
the language work? Where even is the core of TeX in its codebase nowadays? Is it
still written in WEB? I remember looking into it a few years ago and I could hardly
find my way around.
I saw a talk by somebody who was reimplementing the core algorithms of TeX in
Clojure, and looking at his github profile now I can’t even find the repo anymore.”

by steinuil
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https://lobste.rs/s/q85aj7/tex_tale_two_worlds_2017


typho





2014 I am going to implement typho in python.
2015 No, I won’t.
2016 Golang?
2017 Rust!
2018 Reimplement TEX in rust and fail heavily
2022 I have 2600 lines of requirement notes
2022 Requirement analysis and prototype
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typho prototype
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Roadmap Milestone 0.1

THUMBS-UP Implement a trivial markup language distinguishing between headers and
paragraphs in Lua

THUMBS-UP Hand over the abstract syntax tree (AST) from Lua to rust
THUMBS-UP Represent AST content in EPUB & PDF output for one header and one paragraph

(line breaking and page breaking algorithms are missing)
THUMBS-UP Publish the bibparser crate
THUMBS-UP Propose a basic data model for a “heuristic Teχ parser” in rust
THUMBS-UP I downloaded 50 % of all arxiv papers to have them available as test suite. That

costed me 105€.
THUMBS-UP Introduce the typho.org website and update the github typho organization

via https://typho.org/
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https://typho.org/


bibparser

use bibparser::Parser;

//let mut p = Parser::from_file("source.bib")?;
let mut p = Parser::from_str(

r#"@book{tolkien1937, author = {J. R. R. Tolkien}}"#
)?;
for result in p.iter() {

let entry = result?;
println!("type = {}", entry.kind);
println!("id = {}", entry.id);
for (name, data) in entry.fields.iter() {

println!("\t{}\t= {}", name, data);
}

}
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Roadmap Milestone 0.2

THUMBS-UP Typho design package encompassing logo, a banner artwork, and a designer
guideline.

Exclamation-Triangle Publish my opstr program to experiment with Unicode operations
Exclamation-Triangle Finish and publish typherr for error message representation
THUMBS-UP Publish my litua program to transform content trees with Lua
Exclamation-Triangle My prototype shall be extended with the representation of JPEG files in the PDF

backend

via https://typho.org/
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https://typho.org/


opstr
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Roadmap

0.3 HarfBuzz, hyphenation, line breaking, page breaking
0.4 prototype public, asciidoctor parser, data model production-ready
0.5 mathematical typesetting support
0.6 i18n, l12n
1.0 CommonMark/AsciiDoc/XML input, Lua for programability, trivial layout

engine, OpenType fonts, PDF/EPUB/HTML5/manpage/plaintext output

Far in the future: package system with content/layout/logic distinction for typho.
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typho goals

• Satisfy the requirements I mentioned before
• Exceed the typographic quality TEX stacks produce
• Exceed speed of existing software with concurrency2

2500 pages per second for an average document (0.7 images/page, 1.6 section headers/page)
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Sustainability

• Many people tried. Many people failed.
• But I think user-friendliness, performance, and quality in the output would make
software stand out

• Takes many years of development. Sustainability is key.

My personal approach:

• This project will take many years of my leisure time
• Currently 8h per week (2022: about 530 hours)
• Goal: typho as FOSS. Company provides services. 4–5 employees.
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Original idea

“Digital typesetting tools for everyone”
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Verein zur Förderung von digitalem Textsatz

• (en: roughly “Club for advancements of digital typesetting”)
• Currently under registration by the Austrian Ministry of Interior
• Lukas Prokop & Karl Voit as representatives
• Join as a member! (24 € membership fee per year)
• I will make sure to keep members updated about the community yearly
• Donations? IBAN AT721912050010921510 - yearly transparency reports
• Project-agnostic investments into development of digital typesetting tools
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areweXyet.com

https://areweembeddedyet.com/
https://arewegameyet.rs/
https://arewewebyet.org/
https://arewelearningyet.com/
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https://areweembeddedyet.com/
https://arewegameyet.rs/
https://arewewebyet.org/
https://arewelearningyet.com/






http://arewedigitaltypesettingyet.com/
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http://arewedigitaltypesettingyet.com/


Thank you! GLASS-CHEERS

Image by Ehschnell at
Wikipedia
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:John_A_Prior_Health_Sciences_Library_Mural_Typesetter.jpg


Discussion points

• What will the future relationship between web and print be?
• How to represent coordinates on a paper? Integers or floating point numbers?
• What is necessary to make plain text accessible to novice computer users?
• How can we voice the requirements of underrepresented users of certain writing
systems?

• How can we encode musical/mathematical/diagram notation in a
non-representational way?

• What is a sustainable model for digital typesetting FOSS software development?
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